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Is there really a lo~t s~cret that ~ets Slnldiv-,u;lIs violins apart
After more than a
from the best instruments made
hundred years of vigorous debate,
qucstlon TCmatnS
highly contentious, provoking strongly held hut divergent
views among players, violin makers and scientists alike. AI! of
the greatest violinists of modern timcs certainly believe it 10
be true, and invariably perform on violins by Stradivari or
Guarneri in preference to modem instruments
Vio lins by the groat Italian makers arc, of COUfllC, beautiful
\mrksofaTlin their own right, and are covcted by collectors
as well as players. Particularly outstanding violins have
reputedly changed hands for over a million pound s. In
contrast, finc modern instrumcnts typically cost about
£10,000, whil~ factory-mack violins for beginners can be
bought for under £100. Do such prices really reflect such large
diffcronces in quality?
The violin is the most hi ghly deve loped and
most sophisticated of all stringed instruments. It emerged in
Northern Italy in about 1550, in a fonn that has remained
essentially unchanged ever since. The lamolls Crcmonesc
violin-making families of Amali, StrauiYdri and Guarneri
formed a continuous line of succession that f10urished from
about J600 to 1750, with skills being handed down from
father 10 son and from master tu apprentice
The popular belief is that their Wlsurpassed
skills, together with tbe magical Stradivarius
secrct,werclostbylhcstartortheI9thccntury.
Every violin, whether a Stradivarius Or the
cheapest factory-made copy, has a distinctive
"voice" of its own. Just as any musician can
immediately fCcognize the differene~ between
Domingo and ravarotti singing the same
operatic aria, so a skilled violinist can
distinguish bt.twcen different qualities in the
sound prooUC<'d hy individual Str~divari or
Guarneri violins. The ehaUenge for scicntists is
to chamch;:ri:re such differences by physical
measurements. Lndeed,ovcrthela,icenturyand

a hal f, many famous physicists have bt:cn intri gued by the
workings of the violin, with Helmholtz, Savart and Raman all
making vital contrihutions
It is important to recognize that the sound of" the great
Italian instrumeuts we hcar today is very different from the
sound they would have made in Stradivari's time. Almost all
Cremonese instruments underwent extensive restoration and
"improwmenf' in the 19th cemury. You need on ly listen to
"authentic" baroque groups, ill which most top perrmmers
play on fine Italian instnnncnls restored to their formcr stat~,
to recognize the vast diffcrence in loue quality bern'een thcse
restored originals and '·modem" versions of the Cremonese
violins
Prominent among the 19th-<:e!ltury violin restorer, was th~
French maker Vui1laume, whose copy ora Guamcrius violin is
showu in figure la. Vuillaumc worked closely wi1h Felix Savart, \)c,st kno\oTl to physicists for the Biol--8avan law in
electromagnetism, to enhance the tone of early iosrruments.
Vuillaume, Sa\'arl and oth~rs wanled to produce more
powerful and brilliant sounding instruments that could stand
out in the larger orchestras and concert halls of the day. 1mprovem~nts in instnmlent design ",,-ere also introduccd to
,upport the technical demands of great violin virumsi like
Paganini
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(a) A e<.>py ofa Guam~riu, viotin made by tho
19\h-ccnlUry Frroch violin maker Vuillaume,
.h(l\\T1fmmthcpiaycr·Sp"n-pcctive.
(b) A "chem.tic cros,,-se<lion of the violin at
the bridgc, with the acoustically important
components labelled - indudiug the "f.hok"
HclmholL£orr reSOnaJlCe.
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BACK TO BASTCS: THE COMPONENTS OF
A ViOLIN
To lUldcn;tand the factors that determine the quality of ~oumJ
produced by particular instruments. we must first recall how
the viol in work> ( figure Ih). Sound is produced hy drawing a
bow across one or more of the four stretched strings. The
string tensions are adjusted hy tuningpeg.s at one end of the
string, so that their fundamental frequencies are about 200,
300,440 and 660 Hz - which cOrTel>-pond to the notes G, D, A
and E. However, the strings themselves produee almost no
sound.
To produ~e sound, energy from Ihe vibrating string i,
transferred to the main body of the instrument - the so-calJed
snund hox. The main plates of the violin a~t rather like a
loudspcakercone, and it is the vibrations ofthesc platcsthat
produce most of the sound.
The strings are supported by the "bridge", which defines
the effective vibrating length of the string, and also Hcts a:; a
mechanical translonner. Tho bridge converts the transverse
forces of the strings into the vibrational modes of the sound
box. And beeausc the bridge has ib own resonant modes, it
plays a key rolc in the overall tone of the instrument.

The front plate ofttle violin is carved from a solid block of
fine-grained pine. Maple is uSllillly used for the back plate and
for the sides. 1\1.'0 expertly carved and elegantly shape.:! "I~
holes" arc also cut into th~ liu nt plate. The earving of the
f-holes ollen helps to identify th e maker of a valuable
instrument: never rely on the labe l inside the violin to spot a
fake instrument as the lahel will probably have been forged as
well.
The f-holes play a mUllbcr of imponant acoustic rolos. By
breaking up the area of tbe front pl ale, th")' affect its vibmlilmal mO<ks at th~ highest froqrnmcics . More importantly,
thl'Y boost the sound outpUI at low frequencies. This occurs
through the "Helmholt7. air rewnance", in which air bounces
backwards and fO\"l,vards tluough the f-holes. The resonant
frequency is determined by the area of the f-holes and the
~'olum~ of the instrument. It is the only acoustic rosnnance of
Ihu instrument over which vinlin makers have almost complcte
conlrol
Early in the 16th centw)' it was discovered that the output
of stringed instnunents could be increased by wcdg.ir1g a solid
rod - the "sound post" - between the back: and front plates,
elose to the feet oftbe bridge. The force exerted by the bowed
strings causes the bridge to rock about thi s position, causing

Fig"'" 3 (al Drawi ng" bow ovcr the ' Irillgs of a violin g"""Tate,
"nearlyideal.awroothlbrceonthetopofthe hridge."Thcforcc
can COIl8ist of"" many a, 40 ,'ourier components. with the
amplit.ude of Ihe ntl1 component uccrc",ing smoothly in
proportion 10 -lin (main fi gure). (b) Thc bridge. wh.ieh
transfomlS energy from the vibrating strings to Ihe vibralional
moocs of wund bo~ ,h""are.JlOn,.thal,-arieswithfrequency.

the bridgo
is ]mown .., Ih~ "sticking
regime" At the IX"ilioo wh.re the string is beingbo"",d the
. Iring move< with the same speed, and inth~ ",me dilTiCtion, as
Ih ~ bow. (b) The ,hap" ofth. string al fin equally spaced time
il\ tcrval,fo r the~slipping regime",whon the lcinkis InlYelling
botw~el\ the bow and the bridge, and back. The string !\OW
moves in Ihe opposite direction to the bow. (el Tbe
d;'pla£c!1J<."llt oflh" Siring al too bowing: l"';"t. (d)T"" force
T,; ne c~erICdby the <Iring;; on Ihe bridge as funclion of lime,
w h~1"C T i, thel~n,ionoflhe ming
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The n:sun:mre, al about 3 kH~ 'IOd 4.5 kHz boo,t the outp ~'
oound while the dip berv,,,en lhem rcduec. the·'na>al"qualitic.
in Ihe tone. (c) A mathematically modelled acoustic OIllput of
the vio1in. The output increase.>; dramalically wh.nevor the
e'~itingfrequmcycoinc ides with onec ftbemaTIy v;br"tiona1

modc.ofthc instroment. (dl The Fourier OO1I1poncnlS of the
mnlli-reoonanceacouslicoutput,prooucedbybowinglheIO\\".,t
note on the in,mullent at 200 Hz. The main fl.gure show. rhe
calculated OUtpUI waveform prod"~~d by the iJctlli~od input
sawtooth waveform. Unlike the FO\Iri~r componel1t. of the
input, the Fourier components of the output will vary
dramatically in amp~'ude from one note to the next.
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the other side ofthc plate to vibrate with a larger amplitude.
Thi.~ increases the radiating volume oftbe violin and produces
a much stronger sound.
The violin also has a "bass bar" glued underneath the top
pl!!le, which stops energy being dissip!!led into acoustically
inefficient highCl'-order modes, The has~ bar and sound post
were both made bigger in the 19th century to strengthen the
instrwnentandtoincreascthesoundoutput.

GETTING KINKY: HOW STRINGS VIBRATE
In the 19th century the German physicist Hermann von
Helmholtz showed that when a violin string is bowed, it
vibrates in a way that is completely different from the
sinusoidal standing waves that are familiar to all physicists.
Although the string VlbrateS back and forth parallel to the
bowing direction, Helmholtz showed that other transverse
vibrations of the string could also Ix: excited, made up of
straight-line sections. These are separated by "kinks~ that
travel back and forth along the string and are reflecled at the
ends. The kinks move with the nonnal 1Tansven;c-wave
velocity,c = (Tim)"', where Tisthetensionandmthemassper
unit length of the string. The bowing action excites a Helmholtz mode with a single kink separating two straight sections
(figure 2).
When the kink is between the bow and the fingered end of
the string, the string moves at the same speed and in the same
direction as the bow. Only a small force is needed to lock the
two motions together. This is known as the "sticking regime"
(figure 2a). But as soon as the kink moves past the bow - on
its way to the bridge and back - the stcing slips past the bow
and starts moving in the opposite direction 10 it. This is known
as the "slipping regime" (figure 2b).
AllhDugh the sliding friction is relatively small in the
slipping regime, energy is continuously transferred from the
strings to the vibrational modes of the instrument at the
bridge. Each time the kink reflects back from the bridge and
passes underneath the bow, the bow has to replace the lost
energy. It therefore exerts a short impulse on the string so that
it moves again at the same velocity as the bow.
This procc~s is known a~ the "slip-stick" mechanism of
string excitation and relies on the fact that sliding friction is
much ,mal1er than sticking friction (figure 2c). The
Helmholtz wave generates a transverse force Tsin6 on the
bridge, where 9 is the angle of the string at the bridge. This
force increa:tQ; linearly with time, but its amplitude reverses
sud<knly each time the kink is reflected at the bridge,
producing a sawtooth wavefonn (figure 2d). The detailed
physics of the way a bow excites a string has been extensively
studied by Michael Mcintyre and Jim Woodhouse at
Cambridge University, who have made a number of important
theoretical and experimental contributions to violin acoustics
in reccnt years.
It is important to recognize that the Helmholtz wave is a
free mode of vibration of the string. The player has to apply
jnst the right amount of pressure to excite and maintain the
waveform without destroying it. The lack of such skill is one
of the main reasons why the sound produced by a beginner is
so excruciating. Conversely, the intensity, quality and subtlety
Acoustics Auslralia

of sound produced by great violinists is mainly due 10 the fact
that they can control the Helmholtz waveform with the bow.
The quality of sound produced by any violin therefore depends
as much on the bowing skill of the violinist as on the physical
properties. One of the reasons that the great Cremonese
violins sound so wonderful is because we bear them played by
the world's greatest players!

SOUNDS GOOD: HOW A VIOLIN MAKES A
NOISE
The sawtooth force that is generated on the top of the bridge
by a bowed string is the input signal ilia! forees the violin to
vibrate and radiate sound-rather like the c1ectrical input to a
loudspeaker, albeit with a much more complicated frequency
response. The input sawtooth waveform has a rich harmonic
content, consisting of numerous Fouriet" components.
Since the violin is a linear system, the same Fourier
components or "partials H appear in the ontput of the violin,
The amplitude of each partial in the radiated sound is
determined by the response of the instrument at that particular
frequency. This is largely determined by the mechanical
resonances of the bridge and by the body of the instrument.
These resonances are illustrated schematically in figure 3,
where typical responses have been mathematically modelled
to simulate their influence on the sound produced.

Figure4. Acoustic respomle of (a) 10 mastcrltalian violios, (b) 10
fine modcrn instruments and (c) 10 cheap mctory-made violin.
The violins wen: ""citedbya.imple electromechanical driver at
1hebridge.Alltlleinstrumentshaveanairn:sonancejw,1below
300 Hz and.trong structural resonance. between 401)-600 Hz
Thoreis a gnp in strncturaln:soruIOCesat around 700--.'lOOHz,
while above 1000 Hz the spacing of the modes become. cioser
and the avcragen:spoDse approaches a continuum. The factorymade instruments have a rather weak n:'ponse at high ftequellCies
in contrnst to the over-strong response of the mooernviolins.
which may c<)Olribute to a certain shriIm..u in their qua/ity.
(HDiiImwatd 1991 J CatgutAcolIS/ieaISoc.15Tj
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Figure S. Timc-averagedinterfi:renc<: holOJlrnIllSshowingtwodimensional flexural Sianding wa~ c. on the front plale of a
guitar. The interference patterns. which indicate contours of
cqual-amplitudc vibrations, are much mOte symmetrical than
tboseobservcd fortbe~iolin. The conlOurs in a violin cross the
cdgc,ofthein,ullmcnl-inotw",ords, the ,ides ofa violin
transfer significant vibraTions from the front to the back
Unfortunalcly,ili.nntClll;y loobt.in similachigb"'l"" lity
interf"rellCe patterns fOr a violin. which has Slnall"r, more
cun'OOand Ic",,,,flccti,'cMl,fllCCS

At low frequencies!h~ bridge simply acts as a mechanical
lever. since the response is independent of frequency. However, betwecn 2.5 and 3 kHz the bov.in£ action excites a
slr,mg resonance of Ihe bridge, with the tep rocking about its
narrowed w<lisl section. This boost~ the intensity of any
partials in tltis frequency range, where the ear is most
"ensitiv~, and gives greater brightness and carrying power to
the sound. Another reoonance oc-cur~ al aboul 4.5 kHz in
which tlte bridge bounces up and down 00 it~ two feel
Bet....'CCn these two resonances there is a strong dip in the
transfer "ffoTCe ll> the body. Thankfully Ihi, dip decrca~s tlte
amplitude oftlte partials attltese frequencies, whidt tlte ear
associates wilh an unplcasantshrillness in musical q uality.
The sinw'oidal lilrce exert~d by the bridge tm the top plate
produces an acoust ic output that can t>e mod elled
mathematically. the output increases dramatically whenever
the exciting frequency coincides with one of the many
vibrational modes of tlte instllUllCTlt. Indeed, the violin is
rather like a loudspeaker with a highly non-uniform frequency
response that peak> every time a resonance is e"ci te<.i. The
modelled response is ve ry similar to Jllany recorded examples
madc on real instrumc!Ils
In practice, quite small changes in the arching, thickness
and mass of the individual plates can result in big changes io
thc resonant frequencies of the violin, whiclt is why no two
instruments ever sound exa~""\ly alike. The multi -resonant
responsc leads to dramatic variations in the amplirndes of
individual partials for any note played on tlte violin .
Sueh factor<;mU-Slhaveuncon'ciou!;ly guided the radical
60 - VoL 28 (2CXXl) No.1

Figure 6. A

rUlit~lemenT

mconstruction sbowing one of lhe

aco"sticallyimportant structuralmodesofthebodyofa~iolin

The snapshol vi,,"" ~hows, on a m""h cxagg~T1Ited scale, the
highly asymmetric ~ertieal displacements and flexural
vibration, of the instrumenL The results were obtained wh"n the
displacemcnt was a\ its ma"imum. Note that vibrations of aU
parts of the instrum"n! are involved in the ,""oonantmode. In
particuiar, the resonanccs of the front nnd back plales c.nnot be
considcrcdin iSf>latioo fmm ilic.,,,t of the instrument, as has
often been ossumed in the pa.<rt. (George KnOll 1987 MSc 11I<:,i.
Naval Pustgraduate School. Monterey, California. s~ Hutchins
and Il<:T1ad.: in furth..'1"n.;ading)
rede~ign of the bridge in the 19th century. Violinists often
plaec an additiorml mass (the "mute") on the top of the bridge,
effectively 10000'Cring the frequency of lhe bridge resonances
This re~ult, in a mu-ch quieter and ··warmer" sound that
p layers often IISC as a special effect. It is therefore surprising
tltat so few players - or even violin makers - recognize the
major importance "fthe bridge in detennining the over<ll l tone
quality of an instrument
One of the reasons for the excellent tone of the very ~st
violins is the attention that lOp playcrs gil'c to the I'iolin set-up
- rather like the way in which a Car engin~ is tun ed to get the
~st petfonnanee. Viol ini~ts will, forexanlple, carefully adjust
the bridge to suit a panicular instrument - Or even <;elect a
difftm:nt bridge altogelher. The sound quality of many modem
violin s could undoubttXIly be improved by taking just as much
earcinsclectingandadjusting thebridge
The transfer of energy from the vibr<lting string to the
acoustically radiating stroctural modes is clearly essential for
tho instrument to produce any sound . However, this ~Ollpling
must n,1t be too ,trong, otherwi'e th e instrument becomes
difficult to play and the viulinist has to work hard to maintain
tlte Helmholtz wave. Indeed, a completo breakdown can <>ccur
when a Siring resonance coincides with a particularly strongly
coupled and ligh.tly damped structural resonancc
'Wben Ihis happtms the sound sudden ly changes from a
smooth ton e to a quasi-periodic, IUlcontrollablc, gruming
sound - the ··wolf-note" . Players minimize this problem by
wedging a duster against lhe top p lale to dampen the
vibrational modes. or by placing a resonating mass, the '·wolf-
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note adjuster", on one of the strings on the far side of the
hridge. However, this only moves the wolf-note to a note that
is not played as often, rather than eliminating it entirely.
The Hc1mhollz motion of the string and lhe wolf-nute
problem were extensively studicd by the Indian physicist
Chandrasekhara Raman in the early years of the 20th century.
His results were published in a series of elegant theoretical and
experimental papers soon after he founded the Indian
Academy of Scie~s and before the ""lrk on optic> that
carned him thc Nobel Prize for Physics in 1930

GOOD VIBRATIONS: THE ROLE OF
RESONANCES
The existencc of so many reSl.mance'l at alTIlO'>t ramlom
frequencies means that thcre is simply is nu such thing as a
"typical" v,1lVcform or spectrum lor tlte sound from a violin.
Indeed, there is just as much variation between the individual
notes on a single instrument as there is between the o.ame note
played on different instruments. This implie> lhat the
perceived lime ofa viulin must be related to overall design of
the instrument, rather than to tile freqllCllcies of particular
resonances on an instrument.
An interesting attempt to 1001: for such global properties
was =tly made by th", violin mal:.,. Heinrich Diinnwald in
Gcnnany. He measured the acoustic output of 10 Italian
violins, 10 fine modcm eopics and iO factory-madc violins,
aU ofwbich were cxcited by an electromagnetic driver on one
side of the bridge (fib'1ln' 4). Between 4(lO and 600 fu, the
fa<.:tnry-madc violins were round - surprisingly - to be <.:l()~cr
to thc Italian instruments than lhc modem copics. At
frequencies above 1000 Hz, hov.-ever, the factory-madc
instruments had a rather "'eak resporu;e - in contrJst to thc
over-stron g response of the m()(iern violin', which may

contribute to a certain shrillness in thcirquality.
In pmctice it is extremely difficult 10 distinguish hetween a
particularly fine Stnldivanus instrument and an indifferent
mOlk'TD copy on the basis of the measured response alone. The
ear is a supreme dctcction dcvicc and the brain isa far more
sophisticated analyser of complex sounds than any system yet
dcveloped to 3SSCSS mu,ical quality.
Although such measurements give the li"Cquencies of im·
porlant acoustic resonances, they tell us nothing about the way
a violin actually vibrates. A powerful teehniquc for investigating such vibrations is called timc-averagcd interference
holography. Bernard Richardson, a pbysieist at Cardiff
Univef':>ity in the UK, has made a number of such studies on
the guitar and violin. Som~ particularly beautiful examples for
the guitar arc shown in figure~ . Unfortunately, it is not easy to
obtain similar high-quality images for the violin because it is
smaller, the vibrations of the surface arc smaller, and the
surfaces of the violin are more curved and less reflcctivc than
thQ~ of the guit.ar.
Another powerful approach is modal analysis: a violin is
lightly struck with a calibraled hammer at several positions and
tllc transicm rcsponse at various points is measured with a very
ligbt accelemrneter.lbese responses an: then analysed by
computer tu give the resonant frequencies and stru..:tural
modes ofvihratioll of the whole instrument. This technique has
been used to teach students about violin aeoosties at thc
famous Mittenwald school of violin making in Gennany and
by Ken Marshall in the US. Marshall has also shown that tbe
way the violin is held has linle effect on it.- resonant response.
Similar infonnalion can be obtained hy finite-dement
analysis: the violin is modelled as a set of masses that are
connected by springs, which makes it relatively
str.l.ightforward to cy""luate the resonant modes and f\l;sociated

Figun:7.Whong!itteri'pol.lrcdonlOviolinpJatc.thata",freclysu'pcndeJ above a loudl;peakcr, the glitterboonces up and dO\",n, and
moves (owards the nodal Jines ofimpo'"tOnt 10w-fmJuency rCWMnces. Tn an attm1p' to comp<."1Isatc for tbe DatumJ v"JIiation in the properties of the wood uscd (0 makc a violin> many sciontifically minded violin makers adjllSt tno arenin~ and (hicln"ss ofllle lOp and bouom
plat., to achievo particular rc,;onant tr.quencies and noJaJ p"tlems in an instnnnem
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vibmtiom; of the whole structure (figure 6). Various physical
paralIletelsofthe materials w;edto maketheviolincana1so be
incorpomted in the calculations. It is then possible to construct
a virtual violin and to predict all its vibmtional and a.:oustic
properties. This might be the first step tuwards designing a
violin with a specified response and hence tona1 quality once we know how to define "quality" in a m.easurable way.

BUILD QUALTIY: HOW TO MAKE A GOOD
VIOLIN
So how do skilled violin makers optimize !he tone of an
instrument during the CODlltruction process? They begin by
selecting a wood of the highest possible quality for the front
and back plates, which they test by tapping with a hannner and
judging how well it ''rings''.
The next important step is to skilfully carve !he plates out
of the solid wood, taking great care to gct the right dcgrce of
arching and variations in thickness. The crnftsrmm hIlS to learn
how to adjWlt the plates to produce a fine-sol.Qlding
instrument. Traditional l1llIirers optimize the thickness by
testing the ''feel'' of!he plates when !hey are flexed, and by !he
sounds produced when the are tapped at different positions
with the knuckles. This is the traditional equivalent of nndal
analysis, with the violiu maker's bmin providing the
interpretative computing power.
However, in the last 50 years or so, a group of violin
makers has emerged who have tried to take a more overtly
scientific approach to violin making. The pioneer in this field
was Carleen Hutchins, the doyelUle of violin acoustics in the
US. Now almost 90 years old, but still active in the field, she
founded the Catgut Society of America in 1958, together with
William Saunders of ''Russell-Saunders coupling" fame and
John Schelling, a former director of radio research at Bell
Labs. The society brings together violin makers and scientists
from across the world, with the common aim of advancing our
understanding of violin acoustics and developing scientific
methods to help makers improve the quality of their
instruments.
One common practice that has been adopted by violin
makers has been to replace the traditional flexing and tapping
of plates by controlled measurements. During the carving
process, the thinned plates are suspended horizontally above
a large loudspeaker. The acoustic resonances excited by the
loudspeaker can readily be identified by sprinkling glitter onto
the surfaec of the plates. 'When the loudspeaker has excited
a rcsonance, the glitter bounces up and down, and moves
towards the nodal lines of the resonant modes excited (figure
7). The aim is tc interactively thin or ''tune'' the first few free·
plate re~onances to specified frequencies and nodal patterns.
Unfortunately, there are vcry few examples of sueh
measurements for really fme Italian instruments because their
owners are naturally reluctant to allow their violins to be taken
apart for the sake of science. The relatively few tests that have
been performed suggest that the early Italian makers may have
tuned the rcsonantmodcs of the individual plates - which they
could identify as they tapped them - to exact musical
intervals, This would be consistent with the prevailing
Renaissance view of ''perfection'', which"",", measured in
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terms of numbers and exact ratios.
Memhcrs of the ''scientific'' school of violin makers might
reasonably claim that this could be the lost Stradivarius secret.
However, it mllSt in&ed have been secret, since there is no
historical evidence to support the casco Although many firsteM modem violins have been built based on these principles.
there is little evidence to suggest that they are any bctter than
many fme instruments made with more traditional methods.
Howevex, neither traditional craftsmanship nor scientific
methmjg can hope to coo:trol the detailed resonant structure of
an instrument in the acoustically important range above
1 kHz. Even the tiniest changes in the thiekncs.s of the plates
will significandy affect the specific resonances in this
frequency range, lIS will the inevitable variatiODll in the properties of the wood. Furthermore, the frequencies and
distribution of the resonant modes of the violin depend on the
exact position of the sound post, which imposes an additional
constrnint on the modes that can he excited. Top players
regularly return their instruments to violin makers, who move
the sound post and adjnst the bridge in an effort to optimize the
sound. This means that there is no unique set of vibrational
not even a
characteristics for any particular instrument
Stradivarius!

KNOTTY PROBLEM: THE EFFECTS OF
WOOD
Another factor that affects the quality of a violin is the internal
damping of the wood. This strongly affects tlte multi-resonant
response of the instrument and the ov<lJall background at high
frequencies. In particular, the difference between the peaks and
troughs of the resonant re£jlonse is detennined by the qualityfactor of the resonance~. This largely depends on internal
losses within the wood when it vibrates: only a small fraction
of tho energy is lost by acOILIDC radiation.
The strongly peaked frequency response of the violin has a
dramatic influence on the sound produced when ''vibrato'' is
used. In this playing technique, the finger stopping the string
is cyclically roch:d backwards arul forwards, periodically
changing the piteh cf the note. Because thc response has such
strong peaks and troughs, any changc in pitch also produces
cyclic variations iu the overall amplitude, waveform and
spectral content of the 80und (figure 8),
Vibrato is very commcn nowadays because it captures and
holds the attention of the listener, enabling the solo violin to be
heard even when accompanied by a large orchestra. It would
have been considered far less important when Stradivari was
alive because vibrato was used only for special theatrical
effects and the violin was expected to blend in with other
instruments.
Vibrato adds a certain ~Iustre" and interest to the qnality of
sound produced b = e the ear is particularly sensitive to
changes in the wavefonn. In a rccent radio broadcast, for
example, the English violinist Lasmin Little demonstrated the
marvellous tone of the Stradivarius violin used by Nathan
Milstein, one of the finest viohnists of recent times. After
playingjust a few notes on the violin, she described the tone as
~wonderfully exciting, almost deafening, very vibrant It is

appears to change in its first few years. Surprisingly, many
players still believe that their instruments improve because
they are loved and played well, which would be very difficult
to explain Qn any ratiQnal scientific basis!

THE SECRET AT LAST?
MallY other theories have been put folWlU"d to aecount for the

rigure8. The ''vibrato·' playing technique, in which the finger
slapping the string is cyclically rocked backwards and
forwards,periodicallychangesthepit<:hofanore. (a)Aane
second ooctionofasingle b"'-""<"lnote played on a StrlIdivarius
vialin,shawingthepcriodic changes in ampJitudc that are also
produced with the\ll!e afvihmta. (b) Slmrtertime intervals.
illustrating the periodic changes in W"dvefGrm at the maxima
and minima Gfthe amplitude envelope. (e) The associat.:d
periGdic changes in the amplitudes Gf the FGurier components
The shaded \mod in (a) indicates the time interval used to
CXtlal:ttheoomponcnlS.
alive. It has an incredible ring under my ear. It is amazing"
There can be little dDubt that Little's subjective assessment is
directly related to the extremely large changes in amplitude,
waveform and spectral content associated with the use Df
vibratD, which gives ''life and vibrancy" to the soum!.
To achieve such large changcs in the frequency response of
theviDlin,the individual reSDnances of the instnnnent have tD
be strongly peaked, whieh requires high-quality wood with
low internal damping. Unfortunately, WDDd can absDrb water,
which increascs the damping: this explains why viDlinists
Dften nDticc that the responsiveness Df an inslnnnent, which
includcs the ability tD contrDI the sDund quality using vibrato,
changes with temperature and humidity.
The choice Dfhigh-quality WDDd fDr making instnnnents
has always been J"e<:ognized by viDlin makers, and well
seasoned wood is generally recDmmended. HDwever, by
measuring the pattern of growth-rings in the wood of a Stradivanus, we know that the Italian viQlin makers 80metime.~
used planks Qf wood that had only been SeaSQned fur five
years. However, such WQod is nQW 300 years old, and the
intrinsic intemal damping will almost certainly have decreased with time, as the internal Qrganic structure has mied
The same will obviously be true fQr all old Italian
instruments. The age ofthe wood may therefore automatically
contribute to the improved quality Qf the older instruments.
This may alsD cxplain why the quality ora modern instrument
Acoustics Australia

Stnldivarius secret. The most popular for well over a century
has been that the varnish had some sort Df ''magic~
composition. The main functiDn Qfthe varnish is to protect the
instrument from dirt and to stop it absorbing moisture from the
player's hands. The varnish also imparts great aesthetic value
10 the instrument, with its translucent cQating·highlighting the
beautiful grain structure of the wood below.
However, historical research has shown that the varnish is
no different 10 that used by IDllllY furniture mak<lfS when
Stradivari was alive. Claire Barlow and COl-workers at Cambridge University, fDr example, have used electron microscopy
to identify many of the important ingredients of the varnish
itself, and the materials that are used to smooth the surface
before thc varnish is applied. It turns Qut that most could easily
have been bought from the pharmacist mop next to Stradivari's
workshop. Apart from the possibility that the varnish was
contaminated with the wings Qf passing insects ilTId debris
from the WOrkshDp floor, there is no convincing evidence to
support the idea Qf II secret formula!
Indeed, ultraviQlet photography has revealed that many
fine-sounding Italian violins have lost almost all their origmal
varnish, and were recoated during the 19th century Dr later.
The composition of the varnish is therefore unlikely to be the
lDng-lost secret, although toOl much varnish would certainly
increase the damping and therefore sully the IDne.
Other researchers, meanwhile, have claimed that Stradivari's secret was to soak the WQQd in water, to leach out
supposedly harmful chemicals, before it was seasoned.
Although this would be consistent with the idea thaI thc masts
and oars of recently sunken Venetian war galley~ might have
been used tD make viDlins, the scientific and historical
evidence to support this view is unconvincing.
Over the la81150 years, physicists have made considerable
progres~ in understanding Ihe way the viQlin wQrks. In th~ 19th
century the "modernized" Stradivarius violin emerged with an
"enhanced" tone as a result of scientifically guided
"improvements" by the leading viQlin restorers Gf the day.
However, Stradivari would be amazed to find that the modem
nmsical world credits him with such a secret. After all, how
could he possibly have had the clairvoyance to foresee thaI his
instruments would be extensively modified in the 19th century
to produee the kind ofsQund we value so highly tQday? Indeed,
those sounds would havc been tQtally alien to the mw;ical
tastes of his time!
Science has not provided any convincing evidence for the
existence or Qtherwise of any measurable prQperty that would
set the CremQnese instruments apart from the ["roest viQIins
made by ~kiJIed craftsman today. Indeed, some leading sDlDists
dOl Dccasionally play Qn mQdem instnnnents. However, the
really top soloists - and, not surprisingly, violin dealers, who
have a vested interest in maintaining the Cremonese legend Qf
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intrinsic superiority - remain uHcrly uncouvinced.

Maybe mere is an essential aspect of violin quality that we
are still fuiling to recognize. Many violini.,ts 'XIy th<:y can
dis tinguish an instrument with a fine "ltalian Crcmoncse
sound" from one with. say, a more "Fn:nch~ tone, such as my
Vuillaurne violin. But \\'e still donOI know how to chamclerizc
such properties in meaningful physical terms.
What \\'e need is mon: research, with high-qual ity
violinists working with psycho-acolUiticians, scientists anil
sympalhetic violin makers, to make funher progress in
solving this cballenging and fascinating problem.
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